Diradical nitroxyl spin label contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging. A comparison of relaxation effectiveness.
The proton relaxation enhancement characteristics of seven potential MRI contrast agents containing two nitroxyl spin labels per molecule (diradicals) were compared with eight similar agents with only one spin label per molecule (monoradicals). Diradical nitroxyls were evaluated to test the hypothesis that multiple paramagnetic centers in one molecule will result in stronger proton relaxation enhancement characteristics, allowing effective contrast enhancement at lower molar concentrations and thus a reduced osmotic load and greater safety. The acute toxicity of these agents is believed to be largely related to osmotic load. Five of seven diradical nitroxyls tested had spin-lattice relaxivities that were substantially greater than all eight of the monoradicals tested. The spin-spin relaxation properties of these agents and other pertinent characteristics are favorable for contrast enhancement. The results indicate that diradical nitroxyl spin labels may be used advantageously for the design of safer, more effective MRI contrast agents.